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COMIC BOOK STEAMPUNK SPACE ADVENTURE

THE CASTLE
IN THE STARS
ALEX ALICE

2021 / ONGOING SERIES (6/8)
5 S6 4EPTEMBER
/
pages
240
x 320 mm / €14.50
5 
SOLD: Chinese (Simplified), Croatian, Dutch,
English (World), German, Italian, Japanese, Polish,
Russian, Spanish (World), Ukrainian

A great series, a “future classic”
in the making, with a consistently
meticulous graphic style and storyline.
VOL. VI: THE 1875 INTERPLANETARY
EXPOSITION

After visiting the Moon and Mars, the Knights of
the Ether unfortunately seem to be grounded
after failing to convince Emperor Napoleon III
to save the Martians. Young Seraphin has been
thrown into prison and the Princess of Mars is
being held captive to be exhibited at the Interplanetary Exposition scheduled to open in Paris
on April 25, 1875, in the presence of their Majesties the Emperors of France and Germany.
Stunning visuals and a panoramic triple page
In order to force the world’s leaders to denounce
(front and back) that add to the spectacular
the crimes committed by Prussia on Mars, our
nature of the Universal Exhibition.
heroes will have to free the princess, or at
least her amazing mental powers. And
BIO
so, in the name of peace between
Alex Alice belongs to a group of multimedia artthe peoples, Hans, Sophie, and
The end
ists who stage great performances. Together
Seraphin (with the help of Loic,
of the 3rd cycle
with Xavier Dorison, they created The Third
Captain Schneidig, and the jourTestament (Glénat) which became a huge bestof The Castle
nalist Jocaste Daumier) have no
seller. Following the early success of The Castle
in the Stars
choice: they have to rob the Expoin the Stars, Alice invited long-time collaborasition! But at what cost?
tor Alain Ayroles to dream up a spin-off series,
The Venus Chimeras, within this same universe.

VOL. I

VOL. III

VOL. V

y IN THE SAME UNIVERSE

SOLD: German, Polish
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GRAPHIC NOVEL COMING OF AGE

THE BEACH UNDER
THE STONES
PASCAL RABATÉ

2021 / ONE SHOT
5 N1 50OVEMBER
/
pages
240 x 320 mm / €25
5 

The author settles his score
with bourgeois society,
obsessed with appearances and
pretenses. An unlikely love story.
Seaside resort Loctudy, Britanny, September
1963. The last vacationers are leaving. Only
Albert, Francis, and Edouard stay on, before they
will head off to pursue brilliant studies leading
them to their prestigious preordained futures.
Far away from the authority of their families,
these well-bred boys fully intend to indulge in
some new experiences, with alcohol and girls
alike. One night, they meet Odette, a pretty
young girl without family ties who will cleverly
convince them to burgle neighboring vacation
homes. Although he’s being manipulated, Albert,
the future military officer, will fall in love with her
and prove to professional thief Odette that his
feelings are real and that he’s ready to change
his life for her. But in these bourgeois and patriarchal families, you don’t date just anyone, you
don’t dishonor your family, and you fall in line,
regardless of how.

Very cinematographic
frames from an author inspired
by the real world.

BIO
Pascal Rabaté is a French scriptwriter, comics artist, and filmmaker. He has adapted the
novel Ibicus by Aleksey Tolstoy into a 4-volume
graphic novel. This adaptation received numerous
prizes, including the “Alph’Art” for best album at
Angoulême and the Canal BD booksellers’ award.
In 2006 he published Les Petits Ruisseaux, which
was awarded the ACBD critique’s grand prize and
adapted for cinema.
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COMIC BOOK COLD WAR ESPIONAGE

THE INVISIBLE WAR

LAURENT GALANDON & OLIVIER MARTIN
2021 / ONGOING SERIES (2/3)
5 A5 UGUST
/ 240 x 320 mm / €25
6
pages
5 
SOLD: Dutch

A triptych painting a panorama
of the world of espionage in the 1950s
and the 1960s at the height
of the Cold War.
VOL. II: THE COMMITTEE

The Invisible War triptych recounts a series of
simultaneous and tightly linked events in the
Cold War era. The first album relates a mission to
track down and exfiltrate a Nazi scientist following WWII from the point of view of a CIA agent;
the second depicts an unexpected development
as seen by an enemy KGB spy; and the third will
present yet another perspective through a rival
Mossad agent, forcing the reader to re-consider
the two previous albums and storylines.

Readers will discover the three primary
secret services of the time: the CIA in vol. 1,
the MGB (and then KGB) in vol. 2,
and Mossad in vol. 3.

Volume 3
to be published
in spring 2022

BIO
In 2006, Laurent Galandon, along with the
artist Arnon Monin, published the series
L’Envolée sauvage to acclaim and many
awards. In just a few years, he wrote a number of one-shot titles, including Vivre à en
mourir with Jeanne Puchol, Lip: des héros
ordinaires with artwork by Damien Vidal, the
Avocat series with the artist Frédéric Volante, and Retour de flammes
with Alicia Grande.

VOL. I

In the late 1990s, Olivier
Martin met Olivier Supiot,
with whom he would publish
Erzurum (Le Cycliste) and
Éric Omond for the series
Sang et Encre (Delcourt). He
then worked with Philippe
Menvielle, Eric Adam, and
Sylvain Runberg (prizewinner in Japan).
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GRAPHIC NOVEL ARTISTIC PASSION

BLACK LIGHT

CLAIRE FAUVEL & THOMAS GILBERT
2021 / ONE SHOT
5 O2 08CTOBER
/ 185 x 255 mm / €20
pages
5 

A story about the power of passion:
creative, romantic, social, ecological,
and also destructive.

Collaborative artwork for astonishingly beautiful
dance sequences and costumes.

Ava, renowned choreographer, has just received
a grant to create a new performance when ironically she’s decided to give up choreography. Void
of inspiration and disillusioned by society, her art
seems pointless. But from the second she sees
him at a graduation gala at the school where she
trained, Ava is drawn to dancer, Ian, like a magnet. Without a second thought, she asks him to
dance the lead in her new choreography. The two
start to work together, exchange ideas, and discover that they share a certain view of the world,
socially and ecologically, and much more... Their
passion for their art and mutual attraction keeps
growing stronger. The pair seal themselves off
in a creative bubble as they plan the new show
while giving in fully to their passion. Meanwhile,
in the outside world, the social context is growing
more complex. Will this chaos eventually manifest itself in their relationship and lead them to
self-destruction?

BIO
Claire Fauvel studied
illustration at the École
Estienne, then film animation at the prestigious
Gobelins School in Paris.
After working for a year
as a set designer for a cartoon series, she made her
début in comics to tell her
own stories. She illustrated La Guerre de Catherine which has sold over
30,000 copies in France
and won Best Children’s
Comic at Angoulême 2018.

y BY THE SAME ILLUSTRATOR

Thomas Gilbert studied art in Brussels with a specialization in Comic Book Arts before he was chosen to illustrate Bjorn le Morphir, the comic book
series based on the novels by Thomas Lachavery.
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COMIC BOOK THRILLER

VERHOEVEN BRIGADE
YANNICK CORBOZ / PASCAL BERTHO /
PIERRE LEMAITRE
2021 / ONGOING SERIES (3/4)
5 O7 2CTOBER
/
pages
240 x 320 mm / €16
5 

A chilling thriller that plays
with the codes of the killing spree:
diabolical and unpredictable.
VOL. III: ALEX

Who knows Alex, really? She’s beautiful, exciting... Is that why she was kidnapped, held captive, and subjected to the unimaginable? But
when the police finally discover her prison, Alex
has disappeared. Alex, smarter than her torturer.
Alex, who doesn’t forgive and doesn’t forget anything or anyone. A gripping, twisting plot in which
appearances can be deceiving.

More than
300,000 copies
of the novel
Alex sold!

In this volume, the kidnapping
of a young girl marks the beginning
of a particulary devious investigation...

BIO
Yannick Corboz is a video game animator and illustrator
(Infogrames, Atari, and Ubisoft). After Voies Off, he published the adventures of Célestin Gobe-la-lune with Wilfrid
Lupano on story writing. He also illustrated their series
L’assassin qu’elle mérite.
Pascal Bertho is a script writer of various comic books,
including the Chéri-Bibi series with Marc-Antoine Boidin
published by Delcourt.
Pierre Lemaitre is a novelist and scriptwriter. He started
his career publishing detective novels, and received the
prix Goncourt in 2013 for his title Au revoir là-haut, also
adapted by Rue de Sèvres.

VOL. I
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COMIC BOOK MYTHOLOGY FOR DUMMIES

ZEUS’S LOVERS

HERA’S JEALOUSY,
AND OTHER AMUSING STORIES
SOLEDAD BRAVI
2021
5 J2 UNE
/ 152 x 215 mm / €14
08
pages
5 

Discover Greek mythology for adults
without shying away from the cruelty
(rape, infanticide, incest, murder,
and other crimes).
The master of Olympus loves a new conquest,
and just like mere mortals, it’s hard for him to
vanquish his desires. Discover the tumultuous
love life of Zeus, whose success with the ladies
will enable him to strengthen his position of
power thanks to the numerous children that
he fathers. There’s his first wife, Metis, then
the one known as his wife on Mount Olympus,
the jealous Hera. As she’s not exactly one to
take betrayal lying down, she’ll seek revenge on
each of Zeus’s lovers or their illegitimate children. Take the naïve Semele, for example, who
followed Hera’s advice and asked her lover to
appear before her in all of his glory and ended
up reduced to ash. Not to mention Amphitryon,
Athena, Helios, or the 12 labors of Heracles, to
be reviewed in comic form...

BIO
Soledad Bravi was an artistic director in advertising before
returning to drawing. Today she draws for children and
teens, and for fashion magazines.

Soledad has a talent for simply
and efficiently boiling the greatest
myths down to a few strips.

y BY THE SAME AUTHOR

SOLD: Spanish (World)
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SOLD: Chinese (Simplified), Italian,
Korean, Spanish (World)
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COMIC BOOK HUMOR & LITERATURE

HAVE YOU READ IT?
LITERARY CLASSICS
SOLEDAD BRAVI / PASCALE FREY
2021 / ONGOING SERIES
5 O1 68CTOBER
pages
/ 152 x 215 mm / €14
5 

“How does one encourage people to read?
By delivering great classics with a zany
and off-the-wall approach, with humor,
and with anecdotes, all without cheating...
The result is simply smashing!”
FRANÇOIS BUSNEL – LA GRANDE LIBRAIRIE

0

BIO
Soledad Bravi was an artistic director in advertising before
returning to drawing. Today she draws for children and
teens, and for fashion magazines.
Pascale Frey is a cultural journalist and literary columnist
for Elle magazine. She also manages Elle magazine’s readers’
prize. In 2013, she published a graphic novel on Coco Chanel
along with artist Bernard Ciccolini.

VOL. I

VOL. IV

Rediscover The Picture of Dorian Gray by Oscar
Wilde, the famous Charterhouse of Parma by
Stendhal and Belle de jour by Joseph Kessel, Middlemarch by George Eliot, Beloved by Toni Morrison, The Hound of the Baskervilles by Conan Doyle,
Confession of a Child of the Century by Alfred de
Musset, Eugénie Grandet by Balzac, Daisy Miller
by Henry James, Germinal by Zola, Hansel and
Gretel by the Grimm brothers, The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne, Memoirs of Hadrien
by Marguerite Yourcenar, Boule de suif by Guy de
Maupassant, The Three Musketeers by Alexandre
Dumas, The Ice People by René Barjavel.

An unprecedented overview
in images of some of the greatest
masterpieces in French and foreign
literature.

VOL. II

VOL. III

More than
36,000
copies sold
in the series!

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified & Complex), Italian, Korean
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COMIC BOOK MODERNIZED CLASSIC

THE ORIGINS
OF ARSÈNE LUPIN

THE COMPLETE EDITION
BENOÎT ABTEY / PIERRE DESCHODT
MARIE GALOPIN / CHRISTOPHE GAULTIER
2021
5 J1 UNE
5  76 pages / 210 x 275 mm / €20

The return of a hero who is ever
popular in comics stores and thanks
to the Netflix series.

An original story about Arsène Lupin’s
teenage years that draws
on Maurice Leblanc’s world.

How did the young Arsène become Lupin, the gentleman thief and unforgettable hero? What friendships led him from the wrong side of the tracks to
the wealthiest of salons? What scars and betrayals turned him into the king of all thieves? From
the reform school of Haute-Boulogne to the Swiss
boarding school, Arsène’s rite of passage will be
defined by his fight against the terrible Lombard
brotherhood. The chess pieces move into place
for a thrilling game in which Arsène, attacked by
relentless fate from all sides, will have no choice
but to embrace the shadows to combat the forces
of evil and become the famous burglar. An adventure saga full of humor, verve, and panache!

BIO
Benoît Abtey was an illustrator and then entered theater
classes with the intention of becoming an actor. In 2011, he
wrote Don Juan de Tolède, mousquetaire du roi, published by
Flammarion, which led to a trilogy. In 2014, he wrote the script
of Arsène Lupin, les origines, published by Rue de Sèvres.
Christophe Gaultier spent 10 years working in animation,
which would lead him to collaborating on the full-length film
Les Triplettes de Belleville, before deciding to completely
dedicate his time to comics from 2000 onwards. He has previously worked on Là, où naît la brume.

A complete
volume that
brings together
all three
books
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TEEN GRAPHIC NOVEL

TEENAGE LIFE & BULLYING

THE MISFITS CLUB
CATI BAUR

BASED ON THE NOVEL BY MARTIN PAGE

2021
5 S9 6EPTEMBER
/
pages
170
x 235 mm / €14
5 

Is friendship enough to overcome
the difficulties of being a teenager?
A lively adaptation by Cati Baur
of Martin Page’s novel.
Martin and his friends knew that, sooner or later,
one of them would be beaten up just because of
their clothes or weirdness. It could have been
Edwige, the math genius, or Fred the musician
with green hair, or even Martin and his particular talent for irony. In the end, it happened to
the kindest of all of them, Erwan, the group’s
handyman, whose only crime is wearing a tie and
polished shoes. But all of them suffer after this
attack on Erwan. At school, they become even
more distant. The slightest injustice sets their
nerves on edge. Anger flows freely, giving them a
huge amount of energy! They want to act, but in
their own particular way.

BIO
Cati Baur has had a number of professions, including
bookseller, “front desk girl”, and publishing assistant. She has published with Malika Ferdjoukh the
Quatre soeurs comic book adaptations and keeps a
drawing blog.
Martin Page has written novels, including Comment je
suis devenu stupide and La mauvaise habitude d’être
soi, essays, manifestos, and children’s books. Along
with his partner, Coline Pierré, he founded Monstrograph, a micro publishing house for atypical texts.

y BY THE SAME ILLUSTRATOR
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CHILDREN’S GRAPHIC NOVEL

LITERARY ADAPTATION

CALPURNIA

THE COMPLETE EDITION
DAPHNÉ COLLIGNON

BASED ON THE NOVEL BY JACQUELINE KELLY

2021
5 N1 68OVEMBER
5  pages / 210 x 275 mm / €20

A very mature heroine from the 19th
century who emancipates herself
through curiosity and science.
In Caldwell County, Texas, 1899, Calpurnia Tate is
eleven years old. In the summer heat, she observes
the behavior of the animals around her. With the
help of her grandfather, a fanciful and unpredictable naturalist, she jots down notes in her journal
about everything she sees and asks herself thousands of questions. All while honing her scientific
mind, Calpurnia shares with her grandfather her
enthusiasm and her doubts regarding her discoveries, asserts her personality in the
midst of her six brothers, and
confronts the challenges of
Sorcières
being a young girl at the
2014
Award
dawn of the 20th century.
in the “Teenage
Could science be a path
Novels”
towards freedom?

BIO

category

Jacqueline Kelly was born in New Zealand. She practiced
medicine for a number of years, then studied law before
finally deciding to write books. Calpurnia was awarded the
Newberry Honor Award.
A graduate of the École Émile-Cohl, where she
now teaches, Daphné Collignon illustrated Le
Rêve de Pierres and Coelacanthes. In 2009
she collaborated with Anne Nivat on the picture book Correspondante de guerre. In 2010,
she participated in the series Destins. She has
since illustrated books for children.
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23,000
copies sold:
classic
and pocket
editions
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BACKLIST | COMICS FOR ADULTS

SOLD: Dutch, German, Korean,
Spanish (World)

COMICS FOR ADULTS | BACKLIST

SOLD: Arabic, Italian, Russian,
Spanish (EU)

SOLD: English (World), German

SOLD: German

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified & Complex),
lndonesian, ltalian, Korean,
Spanish (World)

SOLD: ltalian, Spanish (EU)

SOLD: German

SOLD: Dutch

SOLD: Dutch, Tamil

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified), Dutch,
English (World), ltalian, Korean,
Vietnamese

SOLD: German, Polish, Serbian

SOLD: Spanish (World)

SOLD: Dutch, English (World),
German, Spanish (World)

SOLD: Dutch, English (World), Italian,
Spanish (World)

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified), Croatian,
Spanish (World), Turkish

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified), Dutch,
Spanish (EU), Turkish
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SOLD: ltalian, Polish, Spanish (EU)
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BACKLIST | COMICS FOR ADULTS

SOLD: Basque, Catalan, Spanish (EU)

SOLD: Dutch, English (World),
German, ltalian, Spanish (World)

COMICS FOR ADULTS | BACKLIST

SOLD: Spanish (EU)

SOLD: English (World), German,
Polish, Spanish (World)

SOLD: German

SOLD: Dutch, English (World), German
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SOLD: Dutch, German, Spanish
(World), Tamil

SOLD: Dutch, German, Serbian,
Spanish (EU)

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified), Dutch,
German, Spanish (EU)

SOLD: English (World), ltalian,
Spanish (EU)

SOLD: Spanish (EU)

SOLD: Dutch, German, Spanish (World)

SOLD: Dutch

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified)

SOLD: Danish, Dutch, German

SOLD: English (World), Korean
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CHILDREN'S COMICS | BACKLIST

y BACKLIST | CHILDREN'S COMICS

SOLD: Dutch, Russian,
Spanish (World)

SOLD: Dutch

SOLD: Italian

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified), English
(North America), German, ltalian,
Russian, Spanish (World)

SOLD: Dutch, English (World),
German

SOLD: Croatian

SOLD: Dutch, German, Spanish (EU)

SOLD: Italian

SOLD: ltalian, Russian

SOLD: ltalian, Spanish (World)

SOLD: Catalan, ltalian, Korean,
Spanish (World)

*

SOLD: ltalian

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified)
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SOLD: ltalian, Spanish (World)

y

* I absolutely must tell you about
this book!
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